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The objective of the immersed boundary method spotlighted in recent years is to immerse a
coupling matrix into the boundary cells of a Cartesian grid method.
The transfer-matrix method (also referred to as the reduction method) automatically includes a
coupling matrix by providing a rigid element and can easily partially include very large stiffness
elements.
The transfer-matrix method can be elegantly applied to one-dimensional problems; However it
is difficult to find a reliable method for two- and three-dimensional problems. [1]
In a previous report [2], a novel reduction method for continuum mechanics was proposed. In
another report, a generalised force method was proposed [3].
Both methods simultaneously solve equations constructed using both equilibrium equations and
compatibility equations.
The primary technique is to use an absolute maximum pivot element to eliminate a parameter
for the Gaussian method using a sweep-out that includes swapping the columns.
These methods use a stiffness matrix to construct the equilibrium equations, and the
compatibility equation rows set only the displacement equations dA=dB= … =dN on the node
where the N-vertex nodes of the finite elements are joined.
These methods are intrinsic displacement methods, therefore, the elements require C0continuity and are sufficient.
In this report, C1-continuity elements are used to construct the coupling matrix for plate bending
to transfer the displacements {w, }and the forces {M, Q}.
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